
UNDERSTANDING OF SURVIVING ON THE WAGES OF THE LOWEST PAID

WORKERS IN THE BOOK OF BARBARA EHRENREICH

We're going to talk about the plight of low-wage workers in America. Book Covers for 'Nickel and Dimed' and 'Bait and
Switch' But, Roger, I want to understand, you've devoted a lot of your work toward addressing this. Waging a Living:
Filmmaker Roger Weisberg, author Barbara Ehrenreich and NOW host David.

Listen to this statistic: more than 30 million Americans, that's one in four workers, are stuck in jobs that do not
pay the basics for a decent life. Brancaccio: Of course each of these companies will point to wonderful success
stories within their ranks. Housing is the killer. Ehrenreich: I think they are. That we are connected as people.
Let's not have anybody different. Borderline homelessness is how she describes it. When they can be hired at
less than the minimum wage, and what has been typical of many completely -- I would say -- criminal
employers is just not paying them at all; have immigrant workers do landscaping or something for two months
and then say, "Oh, no, I've closed down, I can't pay you. There is a quote in "Waging a Living": "God is
neglecting me. This exceeds her budget, but it is the only safe choice. They've made a choice to go with the
least expensive thing, which is keeping job conditions crappy, and just putting a lot of effort into recruiting
new workers. Not to mention other costs like medical care costs, which people in your film have also
experienced hardships with. Easier credit has been a feature of the last 30 years in America. But is that the
problem here, that single people trying to run a family can't make it because the economy is now set up so that
you've got to have two people working if you're going to get ahead? Once you start posting your resume on
places like Monster. In the Minneapolis-St. You can do one or the other without a horrible amount of
cognitive dissonance for workers, but trying to do both at once is extremely difficult. As Michael Harrington
was, she is now our premier reporter of the underside of capitalism. Ehrenreich: Yes, and I could sort of see
that when I was working on Bait and Switch, where I was undercover as white-collar job seeker. These are the
results of conscious social policies. Something like a third of married women are in fact the major earners in
their family. First, in her search for jobs, she cannot fall back on any skills derived from her education or usual
work. If you have only a room, with a hot plate at best, you can't save by cooking up huge lentil stews that can
be frozen for the week ahead. All the dialogues in the book are re-creations of conversations that I had, or
conversations that were done with consent and taped with coworkers. A lot of people are obviously wonderful,
and I had many wonderful customers that I liked a lot. I mean, the Chinese, our trade competitors, are not
going to pay much to those workers to make stuff, so the jobs go overseas.


